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Abstract: In recent years, with the rapid development of electronic technology and image recognition 

technology, target recognition technology based on rotary wing UAV has become a hot research topic. 

This paper mainly studies the autonomous positioning and control system of rotary-wing UAV based on 

machine vision. This paper uses the weighted average method to convert the color images collected by 

the camera into grayscale images. The color image collected by the airborne camera is grayed out, and 

the binary image is obtained after threshold segmentation. The median filter technology is used to 

eliminate the noise, the edge information of the mark is detected, and the Harris corner points are 

finally extracted. After the clustering operation is completed, the traditional least squares method is 

used to fit a straight line, each connected component is matched, and each point is weighted according 

to its gradient. In this paper, the RANSAC algorithm is used to remove the mismatch points and obtain 

the SIFT characteristic information. At the same time, the PID control algorithm is used to obtain the 

deviation required for PID control. According to the rotational speed of the four motors of the 

deviation control system, the attitude control of the aircraft is realized. Finally, the positioning 

accuracy of the system is evaluated. Experimental results show that the detection time of SIFT feature 

points is about 100ms. The results show that machine vision improves the positioning accuracy of 

rotary-wing UAV and improves the accuracy of target recognition. 

Keywords: Machine Vision, Rotary Wing Drone, Autonomous Positioning, Control System, Target 

Recognition 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, quadrotor UAVs have attracted more and more attention. Quadrotor UAV is a kind 

of rotorcraft. The four-rotor UAV has a compact structure and uses four symmetrically distributed 

rotors to provide power through a brushless motor; the two propellers on the same diagonal have the 

same rotation direction, and the propellers on different angles rotate in the opposite direction. In 

particular, if rotor drones can be used instead of manual to implement autonomous and intelligent 

inspections of high-voltage transmission lines, it will not only save human resources, but also improve 

the inspection efficiency of transmission lines and avoid manual inspections caused by inspection 

personnel. Objective factors such as fatigue, experience and technology affect the inspection results. 

After the UAV identifies and discovers the target through various airborne sensors, it conducts 

stable tracking reconnaissance under the premise of maintaining a certain safe distance and not being 

found. Compared with the traditional tracking mode of sending reconnaissance vehicles and personnel, 

UAV tracking has the advantages of vision and terrain, and is more secure. At the same time, the UAV 

can automatically track the target through the algorithm embedded in the airborne processor. At the 

same time, it can greatly improve the success rate and accuracy of tracking. The main task of visual 

navigation for UAV terminal collision recovery is to calculate the relative position and attitude of UAV 

and landing site in real time from sequence images, and then transmit the information to guidance and 

control system, so as to realize UAV flying to target point and realize accurate recovery and recovery. 

Machine vision can greatly improve the accuracy of autonomous positioning of drones. Sun TH 

believes that machine vision is an excellent tool for inspecting various items such as textiles, fruits, 

printed circuit boards, electrical components, labels, integrated circuits, and machine tools. He 

proposed an intelligent system that combines machine vision with artificial intelligence networks. He 
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proposed an effective inspection process to detect four common defects, including black spots, small 

ends, flash and peeling during the production of thermal fuse. There are some flaws in his research 

content [1]. Jiang H developed a gesture interface based on machine vision to provide an alternative 

method for people with upper limb injuries to perform laboratory tasks that require physical 

manipulation components. He constructed a 3-D particle filter framework based on color and depth, 

with a unique description function for facial and hand representation. The framework has been 

integrated into an interactive model that uses spatial and motion information to effectively deal with 

occlusion and its negative effects. The method he proposed solves the problem of false merging and 

false labeling when tracking through occlusion. He then used the same feature coding technology to 

detect, track and recognize the user's hand. The algorithm he uses is not accurate [2]. Favret C believes 

that for a long time, computers have been seeking to automatically identify insect species to support 

activities such as environmental monitoring, forensics, pest diagnosis, border security, and vector 

epidemiology. He tried to test the scalability of the automatic identification method based on the 

number of reference samples used to train the classifier and the number of classification units to which 

the classifier should allocate unknown samples. In order to test the scalability of automatic insect 

recognition companies, he used sparse processing technology and support vector machines to test the 

largest data set to date: 72 species of fruit flies and 76 species of mosquitoes. His research lacks 

necessary experimental data [3]. Aiming at the low error rate and low efficiency caused by traditional 

manual inspection in clothing size measurement, Li P proposed a clothing size measurement system 

based on machine vision. He designed the hardware and software systems of the measurement system. 

The main function of the system hardware is to realize the collection of clothing images through the 

CCD camera. The core of the whole system is the software part of the system. He uses corner detection 

algorithms to extract and locate feature points. Aiming at the Forstner algorithm that needs to scan each 

image pixel, which results in a slower detection speed, he uses the SIFT algorithm to quickly filter the 

images. He uses coordinate value positioning to analyze key corner positions, and uses proportional 

calculations to measure the size of clothes. He uses a friendly interface to display the size measurement 

results. His research is not innovative and not high [4]. 

In this paper, aiming at the nonlinear, highly coupled and underactuated dynamic model of small 

four rotor UAV, different control strategies are designed by using different theoretical methods, and the 

effectiveness of the designed controller in the control system of small four rotor UAV is verified by 

MATLAB simulation. By analyzing the dynamic process of aircraft and neglecting some secondary 

factors, the mathematical model of aircraft based on Newton Euler equation is established. According 

to the characteristics of UAV control system, a multi loop cascade control algorithm based on Improved 

PID control algorithm is designed, and then the software program is implemented and verified. 

2. Machine Vision and Autonomous Positioning of Drones 

2.1 Machine Vision 

When the object is close to the camera, the angle of view in the image changes greatly and the 

pixel moves faster; when the object is far away from the camera, the change of the angle of view on the 

image is small, and the speed of the pixel moving is slow; when the object is infinitely far away from 

the camera, the angle change in the image is zero, and the speed of the pixel moving is zero. Thus, the 

distance between the object and the camera can be calculated according to the angle change and the 

motion speed [5]. The gradient is defined as the image function f (x, y), and the gradient at the point (x, 

y) is: 
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Laplace operator is a kind of second derivative operator. The Laplacian value of a continuous 

function f (x, y) at position (x, y) is defined as: 
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Gaussian filtering can be achieved by taking the convolution and Fourier transform of the sliding 

window. The expression of the filter processing two-dimensional graph is as follows: 
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Among them, ),( yxh  represents the original image, and ),( yxh  is the filtered image. 

Define the modulus and argument of wavelet transform at scale s as: 
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Although the gray image reduces the color space, the gray image does not reduce the quality of the 

boundary information in the image. Generally speaking, there are three main conversion formulas for 

converting color images to grayscale images [6]. 

The first conversion formula is the average method: 

  3/),(),(),(),( jiBjiGjiRjiGray                      (8) 

The second conversion formula is the maximum method: 

 ),(),,(),,(max),( jiBjiGjiRjiGray                     (9) 

The third conversion formula is the weighted average method: 

),(114.0),(587.0),(299.0),( jiBjiGjiRjiGray               (10) 

Where, Gray (i, j) represents the gray value of pixel (i, j) after graying, and R (i, j), G (i, j) and B (i, 

j) represent the values of red, green and blue components of source image pixels (i, j) respectively [7]. 

Edge detection uses Canny edge detection algorithm. According to the convolution theorem in 

correlation, the Fourier transform of the function cross-correlation is equal to the product of the Fourier 

transform of the function, and the formula for conversion to the frequency domain is as follows: 
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DS Bolme uses the least square method to solve, and its formula is as follows: 
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Among them, m represents the number of samples. If the sample vectors in the covariance matrix 

are independent and identically distributed, then the Mahalanobis distance between the sample vectors 

can be expressed as: 
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Assuming that there are vector ),( 11 yxA  and vector ),( 22 yxB  in the two-dimensional space, 

the cosine value of the angle between them can be expressed as: 
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The cosine distance of the similarity between sample points a and b can be specifically expressed 

as: 
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2.2 Rotor UAV 

The four-rotor UAV attitude control loop is responsible for the attitude control of the UAV. PID 

control is also used, and the angle error is input as the controller to realize the tracking of the desired 

attitude angle. Tilt-rotor aircraft is not a simple superposition of the rotor and fixed-wing aircraft 

structure, so in addition to considering the aerodynamic model of each component, it is also necessary 

to consider the mutual interference between them [8]. 

The control performance of the PID controller mainly depends on the values of three parameters. 

The function of the proportional term is to make the error always decrease in the direction of its 

absolute value. The larger the proportional parameter, the faster the response speed and the better the 

stability accuracy; too large a proportional parameter will lead to large overshoot and steady-state 

oscillation. The function of the differential term is equivalent to damping, which always hinders the 

error change. Increasing the parameters of the differential term can reduce the overshoot and eliminate 

the steady-state oscillation [9-10]. Through the command channel, we can control the takeoff, landing 

and emergency stop of quadrotor UAV. We can also set the change rate of pitch angle, roll angle and 

yaw angle of quadrotor. We can also control the PWM signal of four motors to achieve the effect of 

controlling motor rotation rate. Generally, the communication frequency of this channel is 30Hz. 

The navigation channel mainly obtains information including engine speed, speed, status and other 

information. This channel can also obtain battery power usage information, and obtain the altitude, yaw 

angle, pitch angle, and roll angle of the quadrotor through sensors. The video information of the front 

camera and the lower camera of the quadrotor can be obtained through the video channel. For the UAV 

ground control station, it is an extremely important part of the entire UAV inspection, and it is also the 

fundamental channel for realizing the connection between the ground and the air UAV [11]. 

2.3 Target Positioning and Control System 

Rotor UAV control system mainly includes: 

(1) Video information acquisition: the four rotor aircraft sends the image information to the 

ground control platform through the airborne visual sensing equipment. 

(2) Image information processing: image information is processed, the purpose is to reduce the 

interference of noise, so that the image information more robustly reflects the information of the 

moving target. Processing methods include image processing methods such as color space conversion, 

de-drying, open operation, and close operation [12]. 

(3) Moving target detection: the detection of target information is a necessary stage of target 

tracking. Only when the target information is detected from the diverse and changing environmental 

information can the tracking be more robust. For example, the recognition method of target template 

matching. 

(4) Target tracking: the improved algorithm is used to predict the position information of the target 

stably and track the moving target accurately when the background is the same or similar [13]. 

The scheme design of quadrotor UAV for tracking and positioning motion is shown in Figure 1. 

The process can be described as follows: the current frame image of landing mark is collected by 

airborne camera and converted into the image under HSV color model, and the color feature 

information mainly composed of hue H component and saturation S component is detected. Meanwhile, 

SIFT feature points of current frame image and target image are extracted and matched, and false 

matching points are removed by RANSAC algorithm to obtain SIFT feature information. In this 
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process, when the effective number of particles near the target state is too small, resampling technology 

is needed to ensure the diversity of particles [14]. 

Quadrotor UAV

Airborne camera Current image

Target image

Multi-feature 

information fusion

Target 

Tracking

Initialization

 

Figure 1: Scheme design of quadrotor UAV for tracking and positioning movement 

The image acquisition module is mainly composed of an onboard camera, a two-axis brushless 

pan/tilt, and a wireless image transmission system. Because the target tracking in this article relies on 

visual image processing, the definition of image acquisition directly affects the target tracking accuracy 

of the entire system, so the choice and installation of the camera also directly affect the recognition and 

positioning of the target. The rate of wireless image transmission and the quality of the return image 

also affect the performance of the entire system [15]. 

The controller is the core part of the aircraft, which directly determines the flight performance of 

UAV. After some initialization, the internal program uses the timer to complete the data acquisition and 

attitude estimation of each sensor in a fixed time; then uses the control command to complete the drive 

signal output through the control calculation and motor distribution, and finally sends the required 

flight data to the ground station by means of wireless data transmission. As the "brain" of quadrotor 

UAV, the controller also needs to have the performance of quickly processing a large amount of data 

and storing data, as well as providing more interfaces to facilitate the access of external equipment and 

the secondary development of flight control [16]. 

The airborne wireless communication module mainly includes a wireless image sending module 

and a wireless data transmission module, which respectively send the image information processed by 

the image processor and the flight status of the quadrotor to the ground station. At the same time, the 

wireless data transmission module can also receive the control signal sent by the ground station. The 

ultrasonic ranging module is installed in the center of the quad-rotor UAV and points vertically to the 

ground to measure the real-time flight height of the quad-rotor UAV and output it to the flight 

controller module [17-18]. 

3. Simulation Experiment of Autonomous Positioning and Control System of Rotary Wing Drone 

3.1 Experimental Environment 

In this paper, the quadrotor UAV is selected as the flight experiment hardware platform, and the 

zensi Z3 pan tilt camera is used as the image acquisition equipment. GPS is used to obtain its position 

in real time. And use the manifold magic computing as the core processor to design the software 

function and realize the code. The core of manifold is NVIDIA's tegrak1 processor, which has a CPU + 

GPU + ISP architecture, with a maximum frequency of 2.3GHZ. The algorithm is written in C++ and C 

language, and the test platform is the image processor mentioned above. In the experiment, the 

parameters of the algorithm remain unchanged for all test videos, and the position of the target center 

point is saved in .txt text, which is convenient for simulation and analysis in MATLAB [19]. The 

parameter settings of the algorithm are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Algorithm parameter settings 

Parameter name Numerical value 

Target size m×n 

One-dimensional filter scale S×1 

Gaussian kernel standard deviation 0.6 

Learning factor 0.012 

Regularization parameters 0.0001 

Scale factor 1.1 

Scale learning factor 0.02 
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3.2 Image Preprocessing 

When the camera collects an image, it is preprocessed to improve the image quality, better 

highlight the target feature information, remove useless information, and effectively highlight the target 

from the background. Therefore, this article firstly performs grayscale processing on the image to 

reduce the data complexity of the image, and then smoothes the image to filter out the interference in 

the image, enhance the feature information of the target, and improve the effect of subsequent image 

algorithm processing [20]. This paper uses the weighted average method to convert the color images 

collected by the camera into grayscale images. The color image collected by the airborne camera is 

grayed out, and the binary image is obtained after threshold segmentation. The median filter technology 

is used to eliminate the noise, the edge information of the mark is detected, and the Harris corner point 

is finally extracted [21]. 

3.3 Target Recognition 

When positioning a target, the input image is generally converted into a grayscale image for 

calculation. Read the picture and perform image gray-scale processing. In this paper, Gaussian Blur 

method is used to process grayscale images. Smooth the noise generated when the image is input and 

the noise generated when the gray image is converted from the original image, so as to reduce the target 

false detection rate [22]. Then calculate the gradient of each pixel in the image, including the gradient 

size and gradient direction, and then divide the gradient amplitude of all pixels according to the given 

threshold M to divide the edge points. Finally, cluster the edge points. After the clustering operation is 

completed, the traditional least squares method is used to fit a straight line, each connected component 

is matched, and each point is weighted according to its gradient [23]. 

3.4 Target Tracking 

The current frame image of landing mark is collected by airborne camera and converted into the 

image under HSV color model. The color feature information of hue H component and saturation S 

component are detected. The SIFT feature points of current frame image and target image are extracted 

and matched. The false matching points are removed by RANSAC algorithm, and the SIFT feature 

information is obtained, and the tracking window is initialized. The texture features of the same image 

are weighted and fused into the observation information of the tracking target, and the particle filter and 

CAMSHIFT tracking algorithm are combined to realize the real-time tracking of UAV landing field 

[24-25]. 

3.5 Location Parameter Measurement 

In order to eliminate the influence of camera distortion on the accuracy of UAV attitude estimation, 

the camera is first calibrated to obtain the camera's internal parameter matrix. Secondly, using the 

matched 12 corner point pairs, the corresponding homography matrix can be calculated according to 

the direct linear transformation, and the homography matrix can be decomposed by non-singular value 

decomposition, and the rotation matrix R and the translation vector t can be obtained. The matrix solves 

the attitude angle of the drone. In this paper, the depth of the mark centroid is estimated by the area and 

perimeter respectively, and the average value is taken as the final mark centroid depth value, and from 

this, the x and y coordinates of the H-shaped mark centroid relative to the camera's optical center are 

calculated [26-27]. 

3.6 Control Algorithm 

The four rotor aircraft adopts PID control algorithm. The attitude of the system is detected by the 

sensor as the feedback value of the system. The deviation required by PID control is obtained by 

making difference with the attitude value set by the input. According to the rotation speed of the four 

motors in the deviation control system, the attitude of the aircraft is controlled. The control system uses 

the timer interrupt form to ensure the fixed frequency of collecting sensor data every 1 millisecond, 

calculates the attitude data according to the sensor data fusion every 2 milliseconds, and sends out the 

control information according to the attitude information [28]. 
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3.7 Evaluation Index of System Positioning Accuracy 

In this experiment, the quality of the estimated trajectory is evaluated from the given input 

sequence of the image. This method greatly simplifies the evaluation process. Generally, the relative 

attitude error at all times is used to calculate the root mean square error of the translation component 

between the true trajectory and the estimated trajectory at all times. This experiment uses this method 

to calculate the root mean square error of the shift of the pose translation component in m/s and the 

mean value of the shift of the pose translation component [29]. 

4. System Simulation Results 

4.1 Effect of Machine Vision on Autonomous Positioning Accuracy of Drones 

The effects of adding weight saturation allocator are compared by simulation. The rise time of 

altitude subsystem when pitch angle and roll angle increase from 0.05rad to 0.8rad are counted 

respectively. The results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen from the simulation results that the weight 

allocator eliminates the internal disturbance caused by invalid increment. With the increase of attitude 

angle, the rise time of height subsystem after adding weight allocator increases slowly, and the system 

can achieve convergence faster. This combination can not only meet the control requirements of each 

channel of quav, but also ensure that the control capacity of each channel is not excessive, so as to 

maximize the utilization rate of control ability, reduce the complexity of the algorithm, and improve the 

operation efficiency of quav processor. In the simulation, the starting time of each channel input step 

signal is set as different, so as to observe the mutual influence of each channel. 

Table 2: Comparison of system rise time with and without weight distributor 

Angle value/rad Rise time of weightless distributor/s Rise time of weight distributor/s 

0.05 2.0421 2.0424 

0.1 2.0431 2.0439 

0.2 2.0494 2.0468 

0.3 2.0628 2.0534 

0.4 2.0788 2.0581 

0.5 2.1105 2.0638 

0.6 2.1171 2.0734 

0.7 2.3061 2.0927 

0.8 2.8675 2.2281 

The performance test results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 2. It can be seen from the above 

table that after gray-scale processing, filtering processing, and binarization processing, the sign of the 

circle is clearly displayed in the black and white image, and the ellipse fitting algorithm can easily 

identify the circle. Therefore, the system has very strong anti-interference ability, and its performance is 

superior to the system using corner tracking algorithm and pattern recognition algorithm. 

Table 3: Performance test results 

Graying processing 0.0545 0.0950 0.0663 0.1005 0.0425 0.0289 0.0958 0.0921 0.0786 0.0366 

Filter processing 0.0781 0.0908 0.0408 0.0847 0.0533 0.0841 0.0955 0.0620 0.0355 0.0787 

Value processing 0.1142 0.1013 0.0447 0.0494 0.0740 0.0667 0.0366 0.1095 0.0997 0.0650 

Ellipse fitting 0.0572 0.0900 0.0736 0.0877 0.0610 0.0708 0.0581 0.0797 0.0830 0.0552 
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Figure 2: Performance test results 

The statistical results of the average calculation time of different numbers of different algorithms 

in the matlab simulation environment on a PC with general configuration are shown in Figure 3. It can 

be seen from the above figure that all algorithms except Mirzaei have a calculation speed of less than 

5ms when the number of points is relatively small, and they basically meet the real-time requirements. 

The calculation speed of the RPnL algorithm is the fastest and the calculation time does not change 

with the number of lines within 15 lines. The time of the RPnL algorithm is 1.788ms with 5 lines, 

which meets the real-time requirements. 

 

Figure 3: Statistical results of average calculation time for different numbers of bars 

The adjustment time and overshoot are shown in Table 4. Because the weight value of neural 

network nodes is the initial value of PID control parameters, so in the early stage of control, the effect 

of the two methods on attitude control is similar, but as time goes on, the number of iterations increases, 

the weight of network structure is worth optimizing, so it shows different control performance from 

traditional PID. Among them, in the control of roll angle roll, the PIDNN control curve is below the 

PID control curve in 0 to 0.5s, and the attitude adjustment performance is lower than that of PID, 

indicating that the network structure is in the process of learning and training during this period. After 

48 seconds, the PID controller can quickly adjust the desired value within 1.5 seconds. 

Table 4: Adjustment time and overshoot 
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of results 
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Adjustment 

time (s) 

Overshoot 

(rad) 

Adjustment 

time (s) 

Overshoot 

(rad) 

Adjustment 

time (s) 

Overshoot 

(rad) 

PID 2.82 0 3.06 0 3.16 0.032 

PIDNN 1.34 0 2.72 0 2.60 0.008 
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4.2 Algorithm Performance Analysis 

In this paper, three evaluation indexes are used to evaluate the test results of video sequence 2. 

The test results are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that when the scale becomes smaller, the camera is 

farther and farther away from the tracking target, and the algorithm has good adaptability. The scale 

error can be controlled below 0.12, which means that there is a small error between the area of the 

tracking frame and the actual area of the target; the pixel error of the center point is about 5 pixels, all 

below 10 pixels. For a 960 pixel × 544 pixel video sequence, the center pixel error is relatively small; 

the coverage rate of the tracking frame is more than 0.88, which proves that the engineering tracking 

frame can cover the whole tracking target more comprehensively. For video sequence 4, the tracking 

result at 0 frame is not ideal, but with the size of insulator becoming smaller, the pixel error curve of 

center point is decreasing, and the coverage rate is further improved, which can get better test results. 

In the end, the tracking frame can cover the tracking target almost completely, but the tracking box is 

slightly larger than the actual target. 

 

Figure 4: Test results 

The frame rate change of the machine vision unit is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from the 

figure that the processing rate is about 14 frames, that is, it takes about 70 ms to get a complete position 

data. Finally, the position data we get is transmitted to the flight control unit, and the control rate of the 

flight control unit can reach 50Hz under the optimal condition. In addition, considering the 

transformation from position data to attitude control data and the stability of the system, the tracking 

loop is set as the triple frequency of the control loop. At the same time, in order to ensure the accuracy 

of the data, the data verification protection is done in the software. Therefore, the processing 

performance of machine vision unit can fully meet the system requirements. In addition, the machine 

vision unit can realize the accurate recognition of the target object at different distances by changing 

the lens with different focal length. 

 

Figure 5: Frame rate change of machine vision unit 

The absolute errors of the four distance parameter solutions are shown in Figure 6. From the 

figure, we can see that the camera lens distortion has a great impact on the accuracy of the solution, 
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especially the farther the distance, the more serious the lens distortion is, the larger the deviation of the 

solution results; at the same time, we can see that both the linear algorithm and the nonlinear 

optimization algorithm can get more accurate results when the UAV is close than when the UAV is far 

away, and the error is very small. We can see that the result of nonlinear optimization is closer to the 

curve of real value than the result of linear solution. However, when the linear solution deviates from 

the real value far, the result of the nonlinear solution will be unstable if the linear solution is substituted 

into the nonlinear optimization algorithm as the initial value, sometimes it will be optimized to the real 

value direction, sometimes to the opposite direction. At the same time, we can see that the nonlinear 

algorithm has a good optimization effect on both distance and angle, but when the effect of distance 

optimization is strong, the optimization of angle is relatively weak, on the contrary, when the 

optimization of angle is strong, the optimization of distance is weak. 

 

Figure 6: The absolute error of the four distance parameter solutions 

4.3 Target Detection Results 

The experimental results of different feature point image detection are shown in Table 5 and 

Figure 7. In SURF detection experiment, the threshold value of Hessian matrix determinant in SURF 

feature point detection set by OpenCV is 100. Using this default value will detect two to three times 

more feature points than SIFT detection result. It takes more time and most feature points have poor 

quality. Therefore, this paper sets it to 1500, which is more commonly used. ORB feature points are 

also set by default. Since orb feature points are based on fast corner detection, and there are usually 

tens of thousands of corners detected by fast, it is necessary to limit the number of feature points that 

can be extracted at most. SIFT usually takes about two thousand seconds to detect features. SURF 

feature point detection method for different environments, the detection time fluctuation is large, the 

longest time-consuming is 90.5ms, the shortest is 29.6ms, the number of detected feature points is also 

large fluctuations, in general, the time consumption and the number of feature points detection are less 

than SIFT feature point detection. Due to the principle of orb feature point detection algorithm, except 

for very few cases, the number of feature points detection is relatively fixed, the time consumption is 

the minimum, and the real-time performance is the highest. 

Table 5: Image detection results of different feature points 

Serial 

number 

SIFT SURF ORB 

Time-consuming 

(s) 
Quantity 

Time-consuming 

(s) 
Quantity 

Time-consuming 

(s) 

Quantit

y 

1 0.1338 1912 0.0905 1229 0.0149 500 

2 0.1043 1576 0.0399 432 0.0131 500 

3 0.1094 1476 0.0475 434 0.0135 500 

4 0.103 1458 0.0676 667 0.014 500 

5 0.1037 1550 0.0473 347 0.0143 500 

6 0.1533 2880 0.0873 1416 0.0158 500 

7 0.1187 1792 0.0728 973 0.0144 500 

8 0.1135 1843 0.0677 740 0.0147 500 
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9 0.0678 210 0.0296 110 0.0101 474 

10 0.0736 440 0.0338 156 0.0103 500 

 

Figure 7: Image detection results of different feature points 

The average coverage rate of UAV target recognition is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from the 

figure that the algorithm used in this paper has the best tracking effect in the aerial video sequences 

group2, person1 and UAV2. In the video sequence car2_s, the algorithm used in this paper has a certain 

drift and loss of targets due to factors such as the fast movement of the target and the interference of the 

surrounding environment. In the video sequence group2, the center position error of the algorithm used 

in this article is the smallest, which means that the algorithm used in this article can still track 

accurately when the target is similar to the surrounding environment and is occluded. The algorithm 

Staple and the algorithm SiamFC are due to the above interference factors. The tracking task has not 

been completed greatly. Although the algorithm DSST and the algorithm MDNET occasionally drift, 

the overall tracking is stable and can continue to track the target. 

 

Figure 8: Average coverage 

The attitude estimation of the quadrotor UAV is shown in Figure 9. Since the controller uses the 

estimated value of the attitude as the feedback quantity, there is a certain error in the calculation of the 

control quantity, and the situation that each attitude angle oscillates at the zero point appears. The drone 

can track a single square wave signal in the direction of the yaw angle; the acceleration of the drone 

will change near the step point, and the attitude error will increase at this time. When the drone is 

restored to balance, the attitude error will also return to the previous status. The above simulation 

results show that the cascade filter system composed of UKF and multi-sensor complementary filters 

can effectively realize the attitude estimation of the quad-rotor UAV.  
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Figure 9: Attitude estimation of quadrotor UAV 

5. Conclusions 

This paper mainly studies the attitude control of rotorcraft. On the basis of hardware platform, we 

study the algorithm of quadrotor aircraft, including attitude angle algorithm and PID control algorithm. 

Finally, we write embedded software to write communication protocol and algorithm into STM32, and 

complete the design of the whole system. The attitude information of the aircraft is obtained by 

experiment and applied to the practical control in the future. The controller parameters obtained from 

simulation are applied to the actual control, and the control is carried out on the flight research platform, 

and the ideal flight effect is obtained. 

In this paper, the force analysis of the four-rotor aircraft is carried out, and the dynamic model of 

the aircraft is obtained through the analysis of external force and external moment balance. The control 

effect of each channel interferes little with each other, independent control can be realized, and the 

speed and stability of control basically reach the design goal. The angular motion is analyzed by the 

law of rigid body rotation, and the angular motion equation is established. According to the linear 

motion and angular motion equations, the dynamic equations are obtained. This paper appropriately 

derives and merges the angular motion equation to form a more intuitive angular motion equation. 

This paper proves through experiments that the real-time performance of the algorithm is 

improved after the saliency detection method is introduced in the target recognition stage, and a simple 

error analysis is made on the results of the ranging. By recording and analyzing the running track and 

characteristics of the tag mark, predict the next tag mark. In the case of ensuring the recognition rate, 

the resolution is maximized to improve the accuracy of recognition, and the position information 

obtained by prediction is used to interpolate the positioning information to improve the frame rate of 

the positioning information. Aiming at the positioning of the rotor drone on the moving target in the air, 

using the parallax principle in binocular stereo vision, the distance information obtained is converted 

into position information through coordinates, the position of the target is judged, and the positioning 

effect is analyzed, which can meet the requirements of the air rotor requirements for drone positioning. 
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